Supine Tebbetts number marked at _____ cm for _____ cc implants

**RIGHT**
- Implant pocket □ above fold
- Or IMF lowered ____ cm
- TOA ____ cm above planned fold
- TOA ____ cm off midline
- Ellipse width at 4 cm ____
- ____ greatest width of ellipse

**LEFT**
- Implant pocket □ above fold
- or IMF lowered ____ cm
- TOA ____ cm above planned fold
- TOA ____ cm off midline
- Ellipse width at 4 cm ____
- ____ greatest width of ellipse

MEASURE RIGHT SKIN ON SKIN ________ cm

MEASURE LEFT SKIN ON SKIN ________ cm

- □ Ellipse centered on most ptotic breast
- □ Consider shift ellipse for better flap arc of rotation
- □ Top 7 cm ellipse adjusted inward
- □ Narrow side of chest consider move TOA ½ cm medial

- □ Plan greater tissue removed on R/L by _____ grams
- □ Plan greater implant volume on R/L due to chest/rib asymmetry

- □ Consider adjust TOA down for pattern > 8 cm, implant <275cc
- □ Level reference marks drawn